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 CARRARA  

    simply    INCREDIBLE

Come to experience a different and charming reality, made of fatigue and 
cleverness, old sweat and modern technology, with breathtaking scenery 

and panoramas making it true and unreal at the same time. 
To organize a shooting in a unique place in the world  

is a sign of creativity and wanting to offer your guests something  
to celebrate and remember for a long time, an experience that will remain 

intimately lived, even if done just for business.  
The amazed looks of your customers, their tangible emotion, will make you 

understand that it is not enough to be professional to consolidate a  
business relationship, but it must be reborn every time,  

and every time, together.  

NOT CUSTOMERS BUT GUESTS



We had the privilege of make our experience for photo-shooting available to:



N.B: the half  day services must, absolutely, finish before 01:00 AM or begin not earlier than 01:30 PM. 
Our invoices are subject to the special laws of  tourism (Art. 74-ter of  Dpr n. 633/72) -DM n.340/1999 –  

 VAT will not be unbundled and non-deductible

…, to organizing events for: :

…and to provide our services to:
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ANNALISA & MISTER RAIN



N.B: the half  day services must, absolutely, finish before 01:00 AM or begin not earlier than 01:30 PM. 
Our invoices are subject to the special laws of  tourism (Art. 74-ter of  Dpr n. 633/72) -DM n.340/1999 –  

 VAT will not be unbundled and non-deductible
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shooting of     /    /          - Marble quarries of Carrara

Services Price
1 1° site inspection half day € 0,00
1 2° scouting half day € 100,00

1
shooting assistance full day (from 4 to 11 hours), including people/equipment transport service, departing 
from hotel and/or motorway exit of Carrara, carried with our Land Rover Defenders (8 + 1 seats each), 
risk & accident insurance                                                                                                        per vehicle € 620,00

1 ……………..quarry rent, including electricity supply on location, insurance, licenses, by law 
required authorizations (per day*) € 900,00

1 ambulance (with doctor on board) in the marble basin for shootings during holidays € 450,00

* following days - 45%

possible ancillary services
catering in location (per person): 
breakfast (coffee, tea and pastry, fresh fruits) - lunch (seasoned cold rice or pasta, cold cuts and 
cheeses, salad, tuna, mozzarella, vegetable pies, fresh and dry fruits, bread, water, soft drinks, 
beer, wine, thermos of coffee and tea) € 25,00
possible pick up or drop off APT Pisa (until 8 persons) € 125,00

N.B.: The prices are VAT including. The offer includes the supply of gazebos for catering and the supply of ice (cool box).


